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Drones
Drones have become very popular in recent years as
they are generally much easier to fly than helicopters and
easier to repair in the event of a crash.
Many drones have video cameras available either as
standard or as an optional extra. The cheaper ones

download their footage to a memory card and can be
viewed through a card reader equipped PC or similar.
Dearer ones have the ability to downlink the data direct
to a phone or pad as the footage is being filmed. When
combined with built in GPS positioning this makes it
possible to aim the camera from the ground.

Neon X

NEON X PACKAGE DEAL
Neon X

£25.99

The Neon X is a tiny drone that is only 62 mm
Total:
£25.99
square including the props. It is easy to fly but
only suitable for indoor use. A button on the
transmitter allows it to do complete 360 degree flips. It comes ready to fly complete with a
USB charge lead and a transmitter requiring 2 AAA batteries.

Free Loop

FREE LOOP PACKAGE DEAL
Free Loop

£39.99

The Free Loop is a small (139 mm square)
Total:
£39.99
drone designed for indoor flying. It has
selectable modes for either docile beginner-friendly handling right up to full aerobatic
mode with 360 degree flips at the push of a button.
The party trick of the Free Loop is upside-down flying. A push of a button on the
transmitter flips it inverted and reverses the controls so it can be flown normally and
even “landed” on the ceiling! Another button push flips it back the right way again.

Twister Quad 2.4G

TWISTER QUAD 2.4G PACKAGE DEAL
Twister Quad 2.4G

£44.99

The Twister Quad drone is a
Total:
£44.99
very versatile quad copter that is
310 mm square. It has four
selectable modes for either docile, indoor beginner-friendly handling right up
to full outdoor aerobatic mode. It also features a lighting system, a 4 channel
2.4 ghz R/C system and even a spare set of rotors and a spare canopy.

Ares Ethos QX130

TWISTER QUAD 2.4G PACKAGE DEAL
Ares QX 130

£54.99
Total:

£54.99

The Ares Ethos drone is similar
to the Twister Quad but has a lot
of optional extras that can be fitted to it later. These include a camera (£23),
missile launcher, winch and a bubble blower (all £10). It has four selectable
modes for either docile, indoor beginner-friendly handling right up to full
outdoor aerobatic mode. It also features a lighting system, a 4 channel 2.4 ghz R/C
system and even a spare set of rotors.

Syma X5SC

SYMA X5SC PACKAGE DEAL
Syma X5SC

£69.99
Total:

£69.99

The Syma X5C drone measures 310 mm square and comes
complete with a digital camera that stores video on a memory
card. The 2.4 ghz R/C system has selectable modes going from
docile handling up to full outdoor aerobatic mode and a button
that lets you easily perform 360 degree flips.

Lark and Glede FPV

GLEDE FPV PACKAGE DEAL

Glede FPV
Total:

£124.99
£124.99

The Lark and Glede are
LARK FPV PACKAGE DEAL
both much larger (485
£169.99
Lark FPV inc screen
mm square) than the
Total:
£169.99
Ethos QX130 and so fly
better outdoors. They
come with an on board digital video camera on an anti-vibration mount that can
shoot 720p res at 60fps or 1080p res at 60fps and store it on a memory chip. The
images they take are sent back to either your iOS or Android smart phone with
the Glede or to a supplied screen with the Lark, so you can see what you are
shooting in real time.

Detect X380-C

DETECT X380-C PACKAGE DEAL

£424.99
Detect X380-C inc camera
The Detect X380-C is a
large 500 mm square drone
Total:
£424.99
that mounts a high quality
1080p camera on a gyro stabilised motorised mount. The built-in GPS,
compass and altitude sensor allows selectable flight modes including
one button take off and landing, heading hold, fly home and point at
target.

The Detect X380-C comes complete with a high capacity 11.1V 5,400
mah lipo battery that gives a 30 minute duration and a charger. A 4.3”
FPV screen for the Detect X380-C will be available later at approx
£140.

Ripmax Transition VTOL
The Ripmax Transition is a VTOL aircraft rather than a pure
helicopter. In hover mode it flies much like a quad copter, but as
the press of a button the motor pods and rotors swivel forward.
It then becomes a conventional aircraft, using its wings for lift.
The Transition
comes without
RIPMAX TRANSITION PACKAGE DEAL
a transmitter
Ripmax Transition VTOL aircraft
£299.99
and receiver
£124.99
and but can be DX6i transmitter and receiver
£12.99
flown on any 5 14.8V lipo battery (1300 mah)
Charger
£29.99
channel or
Total:
£467.96
higher set.

